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Food employees

Kissinger delays

to sign contract

Paris departure

Beginning nexl June, ail food service
student employees must purchase a
board contract with the University in
order to work in the dining halls
A. Inghram Milliron. director of
auxiliary services said the decision is
merely an enforcement of a 1958 regulation requiring all students who work
in Food Services to have meal tickets
HE SAID the rule had been relaxed
in previous years, even to the point
that high school students were hired to
fill food service vacancies
Milliron said the regulation is being
enforced for two reasons:
-Food Services has an obligation to
ticket holders, who are its only source
of revenue, to give them first chance at
jobs, and to give them belter service
--Pilferage over the years by non-ticket holders has increased.
"Often non-ticket holders think that
they're not making much money at
Jl 60 an hour so they steal food to make
up for it." said Associate Director of
Food Services. Jerrv Clark

WASHINGTON
lAP) - Henry
Kissinger completed a fourth day of
private talks with the North Vietnamese
yesterday and unexpectedly delayed his
departure from Paris until today
But While House press secretary
Konald I. Z.iegler said "we have no
indication the talks will be extended
another day "

Milliron said two students were
arrested last year for stealing food
from a dining hall
HE SAID the ticket ruling is not intended to force off-campus student
employees to buy meal coupons to keep
their jobs However, both he and Clark
agreed that could be a possible result
of the decision.
"We have a lot of good workers who
are off-campus students, and at times
it will be difficult to replace them But
1 think ticket-holding employees can be
found to replace them." Milliron said.
"We are not prejudiced against the
off-campus student employee." Clark
added
"We are prejudiced in favor of the
ticket-holding employee." Milliron
said "If it were me who wanted a job.
I would say. hey. there's a non-ticket
holding employee in a job 1 want, and I
am a ticket holder "
However. Milliron said no students
have voiced that argument yet.

Boforo long you can export a visitor—Old Man Winter. And
who knows what he'll bring when he comes barreling in? So
enjoy the warm rays while they last—the winds say it's
sooner than you think.

ZIEGLER WOULD not say why
Kissinger's
departure-originally
scheduled lor Tuesday but reset for
yesterday-had been delayed again.
But there were indications that
Kissinger might confer with French
officials upset because their diplomatic
mission in Hanoi was severely damaged
during a I S. air raid.
"We have just received confirmation
from the party thai Dr Kissinger will be
remaining overnight in Paris." Ziegler
said
V»c expert them to leave Paris
tomorrow to return to Washington "
Ziegler said he could not respond to
i|ticstions about the reason for the
delayed departure saying "this is all the

Professors question peace motives
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green political science
professors yesterday related rumors of
a negotiated peace in Vietnam to
President Nixon's re-election campaign
techniques
Hints of a possible settlement arose
when the Paris peace talks, initially
scheduled for three days, entered into a
fourth consecutive day of meetings
This is the longest series of meetings
ever held between presidential advisor
Henry Kissinger and North Vietnam
officials.
I think Kissinger is hysterically
trying to save Richard Nixon's political
lortune." said Dr William E Reichert.
professor of political science
With four years in office behind him,
Nixon must explain whv he hasn't ended
the war. he said "Kissinger is in Paris
trying lo relieve this pressure "
Dr Reichert said the problem with
Nixon's peace plan is his definition of
"peace "
"NIXON SEES PEACE as military
victory." he said. "He is not going to
admit defeat at the negotiation table.''

Dr William Reichert

According to Dr Reichert. President
Nixon is not serious about ending the
problems in Vietnam at this time
"Vietnam has been a tragedy for
America and Richard Nixon has not
realized that yet." he said "If he did.
the war would have been over four years
ago
Dr
Roger Anderson, assistant
professor of political science, is certain
of Kissinger's purpose in Paris, but said
he is "a little pessimistic about seeing a
settlement "
"Henry Kissinger could be in serious
negotiations with the North
Vietnamese." he said "In fact, there
are indications that the negotiations are
serious, but I am suspicious of his
motives."
He said Kissinger has been
negotiating secretly for a long time, yet
the same issues are being discussed and
there are no indications of progress
"If they can talk this serious now. why
couldn't they talk this serious six
months ago''." he asked
Like Dr Roger Anderson. Dr Dennis
Anderson, associate professor of
political science, sees two possible
reasons for Kissinger's extended talks
"President Nixon either wants to

Dr. Kathleen Merriam

create the illusion to the public that
peace is just around the corner, or he is
going to make peace belore the
election." he said "Either way. Nixon
wins politically."
According to Dr. Anderson, President
Nixon wants the public to see peace as a
difficult thing, but he is ignoring the real
problem in Vietnam.
"As long as we insist on General
Thieu. we won't be able to attain a
peace. A new kind of government is
always the key to a negotiated peace."
he said
Dr. Charles Barrell. associate
professor of political science, also sea
President Thieu as a major factor in
determining peace in Vietnam
"Kissinger's visits might be a political
campaign maneuver or an honest efforl
to make peace But I am for the ending
of the war. and if it is necessary lo
sacrifice Thieu to end the war. then
sacrifice Thieu," he said
President Thieu might have been an
important link in the settlement, according to Dr
William Spragens.
associate professor of political science.
But since the damage of a French
diplomatic mission in Hanoi yesterday
by U.S. bombers, the hopes of an
immediate settlement might be placed
in jeopardy, he said
"The French are a third party that can
be used in the settlement." he said
"And now this latest incident has
alienated one of our allies." he said
"I think we could have had a
settlement three years ago. but Nixon
decided to make one more try for a
military solution." he said
President Nixon might be ready to
accept a military coalition government
in South Vietnam now. he said
According to Dr Kathleen Merriam.
associate professor of political science,
there is "hard bargaining" going on. but
the reasons behind it are uncertain.
"Kissinger may well be trying to work
out a formula and I am sure Nixon would

Policy aids employees

Payments: fringe benefit
By Rose Hame
Makes? Editor
Although the Ohio Board of Regents
prohibits fee waivers for employees of
state universities and their dependents,
the University has granted its
employees fee payments as a fringe
benefit
Marilyn Shepherd. University budget
advisor for the academic area, said
full-time staff employees of five years
and professors who have reached the
rank of associate professor or have full
tenure may enroll in one course each
quarter with all fees waived.
THE COHABITANT spouse and
dependent children of employees
meeting specified qualifications may

enroll in the University as full or parttime students without paying instructional fees
However, the general fee and any
other course fees must be paid by the
student.
The fringe benefit policy was
adopted by the University Board of
Trustees in March. 1972, after the state
Board of Regents prohibited fee
waivers for employees of state universities and their dependents.
Shepherd said the University did not
believe it could completely eliminate
fee waivers for employees with dependents already enrolled in the University, so the fringe benefit policy was
adopted.
Beryl Smith, director of the Office of
Student Financial Aids, said depen-

dents of University employees may
apply for financial aid "just like anyone else."
Smith added that the fee waiver is
considered by the financial aids office
before awarding assistance.
ACCORDING to the office of the
associated vice president for operations and financial affairs. 275 fee
waivers were granted for spring
quarter. 1972.
Of those, 125 general fee waivers
were granted for spouses and dependents of employees. One hundred fifty
University employees used the fringe
benefit policy to enroll in courses last
spring.
Figures for this quarter are not yet
available.

very much like something to happen,
she said.
"But President Nixon is a political
animal He wants the credit lor getting
the settlement and lor ending the war
She said this does bring some doubt to
his intentions
Kissinger seems lo understand whal
stakes are involved and that to ask Thieu
to step down would have a senuus effect
on some people, especially the
conservative populus. she said
Richard Muller. assistant piolessorol
political science, differs slightly with
most of the professors

"I don't think this is just a propaganda
move." he said. The ending of the war is
important, but legitimate political
reasons might have kept President
Nixon from establishing a settlement
earlier, he said
"I do think, though. Nixon could have
made peace earlier." he said. "He
might have wanted to squeeze
something out of Thieu. hoping he would
slcpdown "
However. Dr Roger Anderson said
regardless ol Kissingers motives, he
hopes for a "pleasant surprise" of the
end ol the war in Vietnam.

information we have "
The spokesman had said earlier that
Kissinger would confer with President
Nixon before the chief executive leaves
this morning for a one-day campaign
trip to Atlanta.
With the change in travel plans,
however, it appeared thai the personal
report to the President won't come
before tonight
Ziegler and other officials maintained
silence on the substance of the talks
THE UNPRECEDENTED extension
of Kissinger's 19th round of secret Paris
talks to four days naturally stirred speculation that a breakthrough toward a
settlement might be near But officials
refused to give any encouragement to
such theories.
Prior to this visit. Kissinger's talks
always had been one-day affairs except
for one that lasted two days.
Kissinger originally was scheduled to
return Tuesday but unexpectedly agreed
with North Vietnamese negotiators Le
Due Tho and Xuan Thuy to extend their
talks through a fourth day.
Ziegler said the extension had nothing
to do with the latest bombing raid on
Hanoi. And Secretary of Defense Melvin
Laird said air strikes against North
Vietnam would continue despite the intensified negotiations.
THE FRENCH said their diplomatic
mission in Hanoi was heavily damaged
and their chief envoy wounded in a
Tuesday raid but Laird and Ziegler said
preliminary reports did not establish
whether the mission was hit by U.S.
bombs or by stray antiaircraft
missiles
When Kissinger arrived in Paris last
weekend for whal developed as the most
extensive talks ever with the North
Vietnamese, he was accompanied by
Gen. Alexander M. I.'aig Jr., who
returned last Wednesday from consultations with South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu

A world of uncertainty...
Editor's Note: The following is
the last of a two-part series on Wood
Couaty migrants.
By Barb Brucker
Featare Writer
"Certainty" is not a word that
abounds in the day-to-day
vocabulary of a migrant worker.
Sometimes the crops are plentiful
and the work is steady. At other
times it's difficult to stretch out a
dwindling hoard of money during a
lean year.
Sometimes the farmer gets along
well with the Chicanos who harvest
his crops But sometimes he refuses
to pay them their fair share and
houses them in shacks that
blatantly violate the housing code
SOMETIMES the sun burns down
on the tomato-dotted fields
Sometimes the rain melts the land
into indistinguishable rows of
sucking mud
Sometimes...
On this particular day, the tomato
fields are only modestly populated
by about 35 people; like so many
earthenware sculptures brought to
life
It has rained the night before, and
even at mid-afternoon, the field still
oozes mud. This will probably be the
last day for harvesting the
tomatoes. The factory closes down
in a few more days and many
migrant families have already
moved on
But Elvira Garcia's family is still■
in the fields today Her mother,
gray-while hair tightly knotted on
her head, wears a battered, broadbrim straw hat as protection
against a sun that isn't there She
straightens from her labors as she
sees her daughter approaching, and
greets her in a torrent of cheerful
Spanish.
• To: C«» hope briae a better
farrow?' pages.
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hospital costs soar

bombing
In 1968, then President-elect Richard Nixon stated he was
opposed to bombing non-military targets in North Vietnam.
Yesterday, American bombers once again proved how well
that statement has been heeded by the Nixon administration.
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird conceded that American
bombers may have damaged the French embassy in Hanoi and
seriously wounded France's chief envoy to North Vietnam.
But. being the kind of man who doesn't let little irritations get
him down. Laird then pledged to continue U.S. raids over North
Vietnam. ,
We aren't surprised by the pledge. Administrative spokesmen
said the same thing right after they conceded earlier this year
that dikes in North Vietnam may have been "inadvertantly"
damaged during bombing raids
But it's ironic that while promising negotiations appear to be
underway at the Paris peace talks, the host country to the
meetings is subjected to the latest bombing error to be
committed by one of its guests.
Each time the United States admits that it may have made yet
another fatal error in its war strategy, it insists on continuing the
policy that made those errors possible-massive air campaigns
against the North Vietnamese
Inevitably that insistence leads to still another mistake without
producing the administration's announced goal of the bombingsto break the will of the North Vietnamese.
We insist that the bombings cease. When the United States is
on the very threshhold of peace, the air raids are nothing but a
bloody indulgence in needless death and destruction.

i love a parade
"While Tricia Nixon Cox criticized Sen. George McGovern for
marching in New York's Columbus Day parade, her mother.
First Lady Pat Nixon, marched at the head of Chicago's
procession "-AP
Wait till your mother gets you home. Tricia.

migrants
A two-part series on the migrant situation in Wood County
appearing yesterday and today in The News should open a few
eyes to the deplorable conditions migrants face.
Powever. there are some individuals like Klvira Garcia who
are to be commended for their courage and determination in
attempting to correct some of the migrant problems.
Garcia said she hopes to start adult education classes in
English and added the hope that members of the University
community would be interested in teaching
We urge you to get involved in programs to aid the migrant
community We profit from them when they come; we should at
least be willing to help them while they are here.

By Nicholas von Hoffman
The last periodical in which you
would expect muckraking journalism
is your company's house organ. So the
Phoenix employees of the Motorola
company must have done a double-take
when their very own company
newspaper (the "Western Voice of
Motorola") broke a major story on the
high cost of hospitalization.
A big. black headline told the
electronics company's workers that
"SKY-HIGH HOSPITAL CHARGES
IN PHOENIX HURT EMPLOYEES.
EMPLOYERS AND PUBLIC."
Beneath a byline story, Ken Piper,
Motorola vice president for Human
Relations, declared that "in 1966
Motorola paid to Phoenix hospitals
over one million dollars excluding
doctors' fees in 1970 Motorola paid to
Phoenix hospitals over three million
dollars.
"There was an increase of 61 5 per
cent over 1969 despite the fact that in
1970 Motorola had a lesser employee
population."
Then this and other stories went on
to tell why both the company and its
employees were getting socked.
IT POINTED out that one Phoenix
hospital was plugging its $125-a-day.
two-room suites where patients are
served cocktails, hors d'oeuvres.
breast of chicken cordon bleu at
damask-covered tables set by exairline stewardesses in gold miniskirts who also pour the wine and light
the candles.
With an occupancy rate of below 20
per cent on these Presidential
accommodations, "Who really pays for
the royal chamber?", the "Western
Voice of Motorola'' asked.
Patients at $125 a day? Oh, No!
They are paid for by really sick people
at |55 a day for a semi-private room.
"Two semi-private rooms compare
in space to the bedroom and living
room of the luxurious suite for a
charge to the public o( 1220 a day
versus $125 a day "
That was but the beginning. Piper
wrote that costs were ballooning
because of unneeded services: "One
Phoenix hospital proposes to build a
$3.5 million open-heart facility when
two similar facilities in the Phoenix
area are not being used to full
capacity."

BEYOND THAT he said that
Phoenix patients were being
overcharged for drugs, lab tests and
the use of operating rooms.
Using Chicago, where Motorola also
has a big manufacturing operation, as
a base of comparison, the company
said that Phoenix patients were being
charged 47 per cent more for the
common pain killer Demerol than they
would be in a Chicago hospital; the.
were also being charged 131 per cent
more for blood-typing. 63 per cent
more for the use of operating rooms. 17
per cent more per day for maternity
care and 70 per cent more for lung Xrays
Beyond that Motorola accused the
hospitals of running needless fleets of
airplanes and cars, the costs for which
were being passed on to patients who
got no benefit from them
Lastly the company produced figures
showing that the Phoenix hospitals
were enormously overstaffed
compared to other cities.
Yet, despite the prodigal scale on
which these institutions were run, the
company maintained that the hospitals
were making a profit of 6.8 per cent on
patient revenues
ONE INSTITUTION had piled up
over $20 million in accumulated
surplus earnings.
This, Motorola insisted, was because
of unconscionable rates which, in the
case of two hospitals, ran to about
$1,000 a week. The company said that
one of its employees was charged
$2,482.50 for a two-night slay last
November.
The response to this by the American
hospital power bloc is instructive.
Motorola got a letter from H, Allan
Barth. vice president of the Michigan
Hospital Association, which said m
part, "Since the members of the
Michigan l.'ospital Association are
about to purchase equipment for a
statewide emergency radio network. I
would hope that your organization
might have some reasonable
explanantion to offer because I am
sure you are aware of the impact that
the Arizona Hospital Association
charges will have on the buying
attitudes of the hospitals in Michigan."
(As quoted in "Medical World
News." Sept 22). Contacted by
telephone this week. Mr Barth
conceded that he had written the letter
but said he would have nothing more to

Lerrers
rehabilitation efforts praised
I would like to take this opportunity
to express my heart-felt gratitude to
the B(i News and the impact that it has
had on this community
I personally have hail the opportunity
to express my views in the editor's
mailbox several times and expose,
expand, and analyze the University's
work in rehabilitation »l the
handicapped
Having a speech detect myself. 1
truly appreciate the efforts that
Bowling Green University has put
lorth in this area of education
The majority of speech and hearing
therapists in the Ohio public tchoola
are graduates of BGSU
THEY NOT only train the vitally
important teachers and technicians to
conduct this special education, hut
they also offer assistance through
clinics and special courses
As a result ol these improved

opportunities for worthwhile training,
physically and mentally impaired
citizens have not only made
themselves valuable workers, but they
are coming to feel more secure in their
positions in the community.
1 was personally instrumental in
getting this program started some
years ago I put much time and effort
into this work and it is most gratifying
to see the present results
But along with this need of physical
rehabilitation, along with the need of
specialized education, and all fields of
higher education, there is also a need
for spiritual rehabilitation
That was what Jesus Christ came
into this world lor: that we might be
reconciled to God and come to know
him personally This has been my
experience with the Lord. He helps me
to understand God and opened the way
lor me to talk with Him
To be spiritually rehabilitated we

(2

must trust Christ as Savior and Lord
Jesus said. "I am the way. the truth,
and the life; no man cometh unto the
Father, but by Me " John 14:6.
John Beach
335 Derby Ave

PS. Dr Melvin Hyman. director of
speech and hearing, has informed me
that last year at this time 78 bachelor
degree students and 22 graduate
students in speech and hearing
graduated for the 1971-72 year

nixon aids women
As a young woman about to embark
upon a career of my own. I am thankful
to the people who are helping to
eliminate sex-discrimination in job
opportunities
It is through these changing trends in
business and the job market that the
role of the qualified woman will be
improved in the entire gamut of
society
A person who has made many
inroads into the field of equality for

women, surprisingly enough, has been
and is. Richard Nixon.
As early as 1951. when he was a
young Senator from California. Mr
Nixon was a co-sponsor of the Equal
Rights Amendment He has long
realized that women do not have equal
opportunity in job selection or in
upward mobility within these jobs
Mr. Nixon has set an example for the
private employment sector by taking
steps to eliminate sex-discrimination
in federal jobs

say until he'd refreshed his memory
about the situation
JUST AS important has been the role
of the health insurance people Milton
Gan. executive director of the Health
Planning Council of Maricopa
tPhoenix) County, was willing to talk
and he said. "One of the biggest
problems has been the failure of the
insurance companies to take a hand
"They're really not concerned about
costs. They just pass the added burden
on to the consumer."
Although Gan was a little squeamish
about Motorola's "tactics." he was
quick to say that the company "has
rendered a valuable service. It's
raising fundamental questions about

who makes judgments on what kind of
health care is going to be made
available. Up to now it's been the
hospitals."
So it has been with the health
insurers as their willing accomplices,
and if it goes on that way. the health
insurance law most likely to pass
Congress is going to turn every city
into a Phoenix.
That needn't be Motorola has shown
what can be done. The company is
currently in negotiations with the
hospital, and already. Gan says, there
are definite signs of reform
So thank you. Motorola What you're
doing for health is even better than
what Quasar is doing for television
WaaMaaaai ■aaMBaa HaaN—1| i Jim

opinion

guilty of negligence
By Kim Schlaefer
Guest Columnist
Warning
The Student Medical
Center may be hazardous to your
health I can affirm that it has been so
to mine
It alarms me that numerous students
avail themselves of the services there,
and may be subject to the same
mental and physical distress that I
directly attribute to my own
experiences as an outpatient there
The following account is true, and is
expressed for the purpost of
enlightening the student body as io the
type of medical services offered at the
Center
I FEEL that these and similar
experiences should be brought to the
awareness of the University
community, and perhaps some
constructive remedial actions can be
undertaken
Case One I had adequate reason to
suspect that I had mononucleosis I
went to the Medical Center for
diagnosis
Subjected to at least three blood
tests. I was assured that, instead of
mononucleosis. I was suffering from
iron deficiency anemia I figured that
the doctor knows best, so despite
constant fatigue. 1 finished a hectic
academic quarter and went home
My parents, after one look at me.
took me to our family doctor. He
determined that I had acute
mononucleosis. and that by continuing
college activities, my condition was
serious I had been suffering Irom this
disease for at least a month
So I spent the bulk of the summer in
bed with a disease that 1 was assured
by a Center doctor that 1 did not have
CASE TWO: I didn t learn my lesson

About six months later. 1 was having
sharp pains in my chest and shortness
of breath Again, unfortunately. 1 went
to the Center for medical help
After a chest X-ray. I was informed
that I probably had a chronic lung
disease of considerable severity
Quite frankly. I was scared beyond
rational behavior But I consulted
another physician
Having spent a week ol near nervous
collapse. I was relieved to hear that I
had some congestion in my lungs that
was easily curable with antibiotics.
On the other hand, my frayed nerves
couldn't be corrected by any means
known to medical science
These two experiences, which
caused both mental and physical
anguish, are attributable to nothing
short of negligence 1 can't come up
with a fitting euphemism
I DONT FEEL that it is unfair to
expect doctors whose pay comes from
the taxpayers of this state, meaning all
of us. to serve us adequately and
professionally.
Honest mistakes are completely
forgivable, but negligence involving
minds and bodies of human beings on
this campus is not
I am not the only student who has
been given less than reliable medical
care Others have related similar
experiences to me. And this is a
serious problem
So I am asking students who have
valid grievances about the Student
Medical Center to write to me. 244 N
Enterprise, and maybe we can
organize and demand an investigation.
This University is theoretically
operating for our benefit Please make
your voice heard; otherwise, our
medical services will continue to be
inadequate

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the F.ditor. co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

•me BG news
An Independent Student Voice
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IN JULY 1969. President Nixon
ordered top officials to hire more
women for top-level, policy-making
federal positions. In three years of
office, he has appointed 105 women to
full time policy-making positions.
This is compared to 26 appointments
in President Johnson's 62 months in
office. More than one-half of the
President's female appointees
hold positions previously held
exclusively by men.
The President is aware that not
every woman wants or needs a career
outside the home. But. he is aware too
of the contributions women can make
in both business and government.
As he said in his 1972 State of the
Union message. "Every woman should
have the freedom to choose whatever
career she wants and an equal chance
to pursue it."
I welcome these new found
opportunities and accept the challenge
to be successful on my own merits
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Assistance criteria proposed

Committee tables aid motion
The Athletic Committee
yesterday tabled a motion to
increase from one to two
quarters the financial
assistance for studentathletes to graduate after
their eligibility has ended.
Dick Young,
athletic
director and committee
member, also made four
recommendations to the
committee which he hopes
will establish "a definite
criteria for who can and
cannot be eligible for this
additional aid."
No action was taken on
these recommendations.

STUDENT - ATHLETES

the option of obtaining
University funds to attend
summer school during all
four academic years to
make up any deficiency in
credit hours, according to
Young
Young said an athlete who
is deficient of credit hours
can ask him for University
money for the upcoming
summer quarter

were granted one additional
quarter to graduate with
tuition and general fees paid
by the University after last
spring's demands
Student-athletes also have

Young said he either
accepts or rejects the
athlete's request
If he
accepts
it.
Young
recommends it to the

Financial assistance for
two quarters after the
student-athletes eligibility
has ceased was one of
thirteen demands presented
to
the
University
administration by the Black
Athletes Coalition iBAC)
last spring, the committee
said

University
Office

Financial

FINANCIAL

Aids

AIDS

administers the loan to the
athlete, if it has the money.
Young said the University
spent over $2,000 this
summer for athletes.
Committee
members
opposing the extension of
University
financial
assistance to two quarters
argue that the studentathlete now has four
summer quarters and one
additional quarter, all

newsnoTes
Laird rebuttal
WASHINGTON (API- Secretary of
Defense Melvin H Laird yesterday
accused Sen George McGovern of
advocating
"unconditional
surrender'' in Vietnam
Laird struck back at the Democratic presidential candidate who
Tuesday night outlined his program
for ending the Vietnam war.
including suspension of U.S.
bombing, other military action and
aid to South Vietnam on inauguration
day.
"Sen. McGovern would undermine
our Vietnamization program.'' Laird
told a news conference
"He would abandon negotiation in
favor of a pure give-away program
with guarantees for absolutely
nothing."

Irish violence
BELFAST. Northern Ireland (API
- Three young Irish Republican Army
I IRA I bomb makers blew themselves up late Tuesday at the end ol a
day of violence in Northern Ireland
that took five lives and left a man
wounded

A judge. Robert Staunton. 40. was
shot three times yesterday while
driving through the Roman Catholic
Falls Church area after dropping his
children off at school, authorities
reported
Staunton. a Catholic, was hit in the
neck, shoulder and arm by a gunman
riding on the back of a motorbike who
fired eight shots before fleeing The
judge was listed in satisfactory condition after emergency surgery

funded by the University,
beside the regular academic
year, to complete his
education
The four recommendations made by Young, a
separate issue, are designed
to establish rules by which
athletes could not obtain the
additional funds They are:
--An
athlete
who
voluntarily withdraws from
school,
-An athlete who transfers
to BGSU and loses credit
hours because of the
transfer.
--Any athlete that has
failed courses that add up to
12 academic credit hours.
-Any athlete that changes
his major after his
sophomore year

Travel extras

Open meetings
COLUMBUS. Ohio IAP) - The Ohio
Civil Rights Commission, possibly
with an eye on attracting more
money from the legislature, will open
its regular meetings to the public
neit Monday, breaking a 13-year precedent.
Conciliation
negotiations and
internal personnel matters will still
be taken up behind closed doors, as
required by law.
Civil rights leaders have long
argued the meetings should be open
They contend the threat of public
exposure can be a strong inducement
to comply with the law.

Looking

In ih» days of old, nary an eyebrow would havo boon raised
at ibis sight. But you can imagine the expressions of those
who saw Mary O'Connor, '66 graduate, return to her
'vehkle' after a quick stop at the Union yesterday.

back

Council acts on proposal

WASHINGTON lAPI - Starting
next year, congressmen will get more
money for travel home and bigger
allowances for stationery
The House Administration Committee, which has jurisdiction over the
allowances, has boosted from 26 to 38
the number of trips home for which a
member may claim reimbursement
during the two years of the 93rd Congress.
Members who don't visit their districts often, or who live nearby, may
waive the allowance and take $2,250
in cash instead of the present $1,500
allowance for the two years.

Academic Council voted
yesterday to send a proposal
to form a new College of
Health and Environmental
Sciences to the college councils for preliminary investi-'
gallon
The proposal will be
reviewed and modified by
the Academic Development
and Evaluation Committee
lADEC) before it is sent to
the college councils
The proposal to establish
the college was made by the
Program Development and
Evaluation
Committee
tPDECl, a subcommittee of
ADEC. It was presented to
Academic Council last week,
but formal action on the
measure was delayed until
this week
The motion is in accord
with the University charter
which specifies that any proposal to form a new college
shall be submitted to the

Abortion ruling
DETROIT (API - Abortions were
declared officially legal in the state
of Michigan yesterday, but attorneys
for the state and Wayne County say
they plan to appeal the court ruling
Wayne County Circuit Court Judge
Charles Kaufman signed an order
declaring all Michigan abortion laws
unconstitutional, declaring that in his
opinion they violate the rights of
privacy of the mother

.

appropriate
cils.

college

coun-

FOLLOWING preliminary
investigation, each college
council will submit a report
to the dean of its college
The deans must then submit
these reports to the provost
by Nov. 7.
The proposal recommends
-A
program-based
College of Health and
Km iniiiiiiriit.il Sciences be
formed
--The first two years
following Academic Council

approval be designated as
the new college's developmental phase
-The present PDEC be expanded to include the dean
of the new college as ex
"ttu in chairman, continuing
to supervise the development and evaluation of the
new college
-During the developmental phase, the PDEC
submit all new program
requests to Academic Council for approval and submit
quarterly reports detailing
progress in the new college's

development and its plans
for evaluation
DISCUSSION of the
proposal included suggestions to detail budget
figures with documentation
of what federal monies
would be available to form
the new college
It was suggested that all
allied health programs be
grouped under one existing
college, thus facilitating cooperation but eliminating
competition among the
colleges for funds for these
programs

RANDY RICHARD SINGS AND RON NORUIST TALKS ABOUT

"AMAZING GRACE"
7:00 THUH. (YES. WE MEAN TONIGHT) TACULTY LOUNGE. UNION

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

SBO to push tax campaign
The Student Body
Organization iSBOi is
planning an all-out student
campaign this fall to save
the state's personal income
tax
Steve Miller.
SBO
coordinator for state and
community affairs, said the
organization is already
working
with
state
educational groups to plan
an effective campaign here
Although no final decision
has been announced, it is
almost certain that the
income tax repeal issue will
be included on
the
November ballot
Individual counties are
still attempting to validate
signatures on petitions
asking that the repeal issue
be placed on the ballot
Repeal proponents claim
they face no problem in that
department since they

submitted more than three
times the number of
signatures needed to get the
issue on the ballot
Miller said it's possible a
final decision could be
delayed right up until the
day before the election.
However, he's not waiting
until the decision is
announced to begin the
_ student campaign against
' the tax repeal
"If we wait until they
decide if the issue is going to
be on the ballot, we may end
up trying to do a month's
worth of campaigning in one
day." he said "It can't be
done."
-Miller is now attempting
to form a blueprint of a
student campaign against
the repeal When completed,
he plans to pass it on to
other Ohio schools to assist
their anti-repeal campaigns

SALE
O'dell
Tank Sale
THROUGH OCT. 14

He predicted the blueprint
would be completed in time
for an open student meeting
on the income tax scheduled
for next Wednesday.
He said he's hoping to
coordinate campus efforts
with those of other
organizations in the area
Tentative plans lor the
campaign include compiling
a list of all state legislators
up for election this year and
outlining their stands on the
income tax issue Hopefully,
the list would be published in
time to inform students who
must vote by absentee
ballot

He said he might try to
find speakers to address
townspeople about the tax
Mass
meetings
in
dormitories and cafeterias
to discuss the implications
of a repeal are another
possibility

views on the Vietnam war.
He said a telephone
campaign is also under
consideration.

If enough students volunteer to fight the repeal, he
said it "might be interesting
to attempt a door-to-door
canvass in town similar to
the one we diM concerning
the Vietnam war last
spring "
At that time, students
called on townspeople at
their homes to exchange

If the repeal goes through,
the University could lose up
to $2 million in state aid this
year Miller estimated that
would mean each student
would have to pay roughly
$45 more a quarter to
compensate for the $2
million loss.

Long Stem Red Roses Doz. $8.00
B.G. Area Only

V*

wrtw

S2JS.7*os*&*

Homecoming Mums for Oct. 28th
95'
Fraternities & Organizations
Call for Special Prices
Special Oct. 12-13-14 Only

V

TgtOTM
• SOLID-STATE

MODULAR STEREO
With FM/AM Stereo FM Radio

Don't
Forget!

Place Your Orders Now
Sweetest Day Oct. 21st

%

BEST BUY EVER!

Miller said it is important
that students become
involved in the anti-repeal
campaign since their fees
are at stake

FLOWERS

MSCVT

GRAVEL'S ANNOUNCES the

J

Sweetheart Roses Doz. 3.50
109 Clay St. - Near N. Main 352-2002,353-2802

The Roundalare • C587W
Handsome three-piece modular stereo unit
features 100-watt peak music power solid-state
amplifier, FM/AM/Stereo FM radio and
Stereo Precision record changer with MicroTouch* 2G tone arm and cue control.
Matching modular speaker units can be placed
up to 20 feet from main cabinet. Tape
input/output and stereo headphone jacks.
In grained American Walnut color.
Removable thermoplastic lid.

WAS $279.95
NOW
DISCOUNT
PRICED
AT ONLY

$

198

Limited Supply!i

Stereo's most
exciting features

100 Kattl ol Peak Music Power
Zenith solid slate 100W amplilier. lo<
thrilling stereo sound Instant warm-up.
cooler operating performance

Zenith's Micro-Touch* ZG lone Arm
The optimum in tucking and sla
bilily . .
eieits a meie 2 grams ot

9i

Zenith High-Compliance Speakers
are sealed within each speaker uml
Provide the finest in stereo sound reproduction

RATED BEST IN SOUND...
by independent testing laboratory!

Gravel's TV & Radio
128 S. Prospect
Ph. 353-5794
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Can hope bring o better tomorrow?
A little down the row from
her mother. Elvira's father,
also in a straw hat. keeps
picking tomatoes as he
speaks Elvira says he is a
proud man. When his
advancing age kept him
from picking more tomatoes
than Elvira's younger
brothers, he began going to
the fields at & a.m. to get a
head start
HIS SONS are working
now. and one says he can
pick about ISO hampers of
tomatoes a day. at a rate of
about 16 rents a hamper
h'is sister, a 14-year-old
.Spanish beauty, sidles up to
the conversation
and
announces her desire for a

boyfriend-wealth was the
only requirement she
mentioned
The other people in the
field
pause
only
momentarily to inspect the
newcomers to the scene, and
then return to their private
reveries or conversations
Their well-trained hands
react seemingly without the
need of any concentration,
as they fill the endless
supply of hampers
As the photographers key
on one man, the other
workers set up a storm of
good-natured teasing
"I never saw you work as
fast as you do when that
camera isonyou," saysone.
"And I never even saw you
work.'' adds another friend.
Later, when it's their turn

to be photographed, the first
man has his chance and
returns their taunts in full,
much to the amusement of
other nearby workers.
BUT ALL is not amusing
in the tomato fields. Already
mud-coated workers bend
for hours in still more mud
and tediously pick tomatoes
in rows that look longer with
each passing hour.
Children, who by right of
their childhood should be
immune to such drudgery,
work alongside their parents
for the precious few cents
that might make the next
year a little less lean.
A crouched woman
surrounded by her husband
and sons, stops work long
enough to brush back the

THE LUCKEY GIGOLO
Friday and Saturday Nite

2 for 1 - Live Band

Live Band

A few persons walk to the
nearby camp that is their
home, but most have their
much-traveled cars to rely
on
THE CAMP itself is not
much more than six cabinshacks behind an ancient
farmhouse To the rear of
the cabins is a weatherbeaten barn with an
adjacent shed that long ago
surrendered to time and now
slants at crazy angles to the
ground

Formerly Sycamore Crove
10 minutes from B.G.
Thursday Night

stray strands of black hair
that have escaped from her
red bandanna.
"Tell them that we still
haven't gotten our money.''
she suggests to Garcia.
Hands on hips and
straightening stiffly, the
woman explains to Garcia
that the farmer still owes
her family money from last
year.
After
their
conversation.
Garcia
pledges to attend to the
matter herself
The working day is almost
done now. The empty
tomato hampers are piled on
a tractor-towed wagon that
makes its way along the
perimeter of the field.

The central restrooms are
ringed by still more mud.
mud that a thin layer of
gravel can't disguise
newly cleaned tennis shoes,
probable victims of an
earlier muddy onslaught
A few feet from the
restrooms, 14 people, nine of
them young children, inhabit
a cabin equivalent in size to
an average room in the
dormitories.
Children are a prevalent
and abundant commodity in
the migrant camps
Birth control methods
were not. and are just
becoming, widely publicized
in the Chicano community
The Catholic religion of
some of the workers is
another
barrier
to
controlling the size of Ihe
families.

Wild Man Terry Smith
& Rayen Wood

LucH

*

Band 'til 2:00
Open and serving 'til 2:30

wall hooks.
The ripped-out screen on
the door gives flys free
access to the cabin, and the
once clean wooden floor is
no match for mud.
But now it's dinner time.
Garcia' savs that the
mother works all morning In
the tomato fields and then
returns to the cabin at noon
to begin preparing the
tortillas which her family
consumes in such huge
quantities
THE FATHER presides
over the dinner table with a
benevolent smile, but his
look turns to one of
righteous concern as he tells
Garcia of his money
problems She promises to
see that he is paid, and he
seems to value that
promise.
Some of the children have

SAIGON (AP) - The
French diplomatic mission
in Hanoi was badly damaged
and its chief diplomat
wounded yesterday during a

WHAT: Harvey's Antique Auction
WHERE : Uptown Bowling Green near
the 4 corners
WHEN: 11 A.M. FRIDAY. Oct. 13
WHY:
START your antique
collection NOW.

U.S. air raid on the North
Vietnamese capital. France
protested to the United
States
The
U S
Command
reported
Navy
planes
attacked military targets
northeast of the French
compound but implied the
damage could have been
caused by falling surface to
air missiles The command

apologized to the French and
promised an investigation.
In Washington. Secretary
of Defense Melvin R. Laird
conceded that US. bombs
may have struck the
mission, a compound of five
buildings in the heart of
Hanoi

LAIRD SAID he could not
be positive whether the

Angel Flight
Sophomore girls only

Help Wanted

Car Wash
Luncheon Special

OCT. 17
OCT. 23

Tues.

Gnocci with meal sauce

Wed.

Swiss Steak

Thurs
Frl.
Sat.
Mon.

Lasagna with meal trace
Deep fried golden perch
Veal Scallopini with side of spaghetti
Weight Watchers Special low cal.

GULF
gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75

1000 S. MAIN

gone outside to play now,
with a black and white
puppy of mixed heritage.
But their games are
interrupted
by
the
lumbering entrance of a red
farm truck. It is the farmer
and he is hardly cordial to
the uninvited visitors he
finds on his land.
When the visitors have
gone. Garcia says the
farmer will question the
family in the cabin. But she
assures the guests that she'll
see to it that the family isn't
punished At any rate, she
adds, it is already time for
them to move on to distant
fields
After supper, the family
will probably begin to gather
their
belongings,
for
tomorrow they leave for
Florida, more tomatoes and
more uncertainty

Mission damaged in raid

«

This Week Featuring

TUTS particular family
lives in a cabin with
cracked, curling white paint
on the outside The walls
inside still bear the original
stamp of Weyerhauser
Plywood The only paint on
the walls is the spraypainted message. "Love.
Peace "
The multi-service table is
a few feet inside the cabin's
only door, and to its left is
the scarred stove
The
equally battered refrigerator is to the right of the
table
Four quilt-covered beds
compete for the rest of the
cabin s space with three
trunks and six suitcases
Everything is neatly stacked
up, in the least spaceconsuming manner Clothesvests, fringed ponchos and
hats-hang out of the way on

RAIN CHECK

Pre rush Roller-Skating
PARTY
Oct. 12

7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Look for flyers in yout dorms
for more information

damage was caused by a
stray bomb or by falling
enemy antiaircraft shells or
missiles, which by official
account included the heavy
SAM missiles, called "flying
telephone poles" by U.S.
pilots.
Laird said the bombings
would continue despite the
delicate negotiations in
Paris between Henry A.
Kissinger.
presidential
security advisor, and North
Vietnamese
France, which has been
playing a hand in arranging
for the secrecy of the talks,
exhibited outrage at the
attack on its mission
PRESIDENT Georges
Pompidou said the damage
was caused by U.S. bombs
and called the incident "a
deplorable act."
A French government
spokesman said Pierre
Susini, delegate-general in
Hanoi,
was severely
wounded, four Vietnamese
employees were missing,
but other French diplomatic
personnel were safe

_8cft
'George, why don't we go
over to Petti's for some of
Mama Petti's home-made
Manicotti instead of your just
dreaming about it!"

353-0512

Summer cold plates are always available

THE ABOVE INCLUDES MOM PETTI S
HOMEMADE SOUP OH ITALIAN
SALAD, BHEADt BIITTEK

$ 1 35
X

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT

including
beverage

T ALUITC

DAILY SPECIAl..Ma Petti's Soup,
Sandwich & Beverage - $1.25
l changed dally I

* Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

I UNI 11 -

ALPINE VILLAGE

Oli'0 Suite

MO P.M.

25c per person

downtown
Bowling Green

Bring your own partner!!
105 S. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN N - BOWLING GREEN

Famous
Maker

BAGGIES

Contemporary designs Like today s men:
cooly confident with sophisticated fashion
styling. Oriental print with 2-button cults,
long-point Brooke collar 50% Kodel"
polyester. 50% cotton. $9.00.

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buy a bunch of Flair pens. You need
black, brown, orange, yellow, purple,
and green. (You need them anyway for
school.)
1. Color in the picture accordmo to these
color guide numbers. (I). Black (5). Brown
(6). Orange (7). Yellow (9). Purple (12).
Green. Do not color unnumbered areas

I

Lo Rise, no belt, 37
leg, Baggies with
belt and cuff and
Lo-Rise with cuffs.
Assorted colors in
polyester Acrylic
Knit, Solids and
Jacquards.

SIZES 5 to 13

REG. $13

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

CANDIDATES!

the

3. Congratulations! You have created a
genuine full color portrait of someone
you know and love. Maybe. If he is not
your favorite presidential candidate, have
patience. You'll see your favorite nent in
the Flair Election Collection!
(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running
mate, the Flair Hot liner.)

Oxford House

$099
V each

Dairy Queen Bldg. on Wooster by the Tracks

■

SHOP: MON. thru SAT. 10 ajw. to &30 pm • THUR.-FRI M 9 pjn.

Thurtdoy. October 11, 1972. Tho BO Newt/Fog* 5

Migrants Portrait of
a proud people

For Baleriano Ramirei tho long day ttartt at 5 a.m. and continual until the work n done.

Photos by
AAarcia Lanzer
and
Gene Puskar
Empty now—but not for long. Tho baskets will soon bo filled with tomatoesthere arc rows and rows waiting to bo picked

A lono ono-room cabin mutt serve at tho only
shelter for many migrant families

Long hours, meager pay and muddy fields are alto a familiar part of tho
migrant child's day. There's al ways tomorrow.
Ahor ■ clay trt school and in tho fieidt, lupo Co»tro wokomos a comforting rest

Fog* 6/Th* BO N*w«, Thursday, October 12, 1973

KKK-A love of white supremacy reigns
Editor i
■•!•)
The
ItUowlag im the last la a
•ariet ab*«t curreit Ku
Ktax Klu activities.

chance for Indiana to roasl
hot dogs and marshmallows.
slap backs and listen to
satin li nckfd
figures
address their deepest fears
and hostilities

By Victoria Graham
Associated Prtn Writer

It confers the status of
white
supremacy
on
a
cornfield
gathering
of
Klansmen who otherwise

INDIANAPOLIS (API - A
Ku Klux Klan rally is a

330333

THEATRE

belong primarily to the
ranks of the laboring class
or
the
unemployed,
according to police.

hair, wears
faded
bellbottoms
and
a T-shirt
bedecked with American
and Confederate flags.
"I don't know if I believe
in
the
Klan
and
the
prejudice..1
know
some
black people and I'm not so
completely against them,"
he says.

"It's a heck of a lot of lun
to burn that big cross--and a
heck of a good party. It
makes people feel stronger
in numbers," says 17-yearold James Shrock of Elwood
whose parents belong to the
Klan and, according to him.
want him to join

But if Shrock has doubts
many don't.
"I'm a Klansman because
I
believe
in
white
supremacy, the American
tradition and the threat of
Communistic
niggerism,"

"I GUESS everyone wants
to grab the young voter,"
says Shrock, who has shaggy

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • I1.M - ID'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY - OPENING TIL J P.M. - ADULTS SIM
CUNT IASTWOOD SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE

Have A Good Day

If you're

Explore

looking

THE FRENCH KNOT

NOW EVE - 7:30. SAT a SUN 350, 7:30

lor trouble —
he'. JOE KIDD.

CL1HT
IASTWOOD
JOE KIDD
NOW • EVE at - 9:20 SAT. SUN. 2:00, 5:25, 9:20

118W.WoosterSt.
Macrame
Needlepoint
Rug Hooking

Beaded Ornaments

Crewel

THE SCREAM YOU HE AH MA V BE YOUR OWNI

HOURS

10:00-5:30 MON.-SAT.
Till 9:00 on Fri.

CoinnngJtSSICAWAlUfl DONNAMIUS
Ttchmcoloi Ralad R
NfXT

BARGAIN TIME SUNDAY

PORTINOY S COMPIAIN! itauiflf Rich.id Bmjtulin

OPENING lilt 7 30

ADM I 00 pti pmon

OPfN WtO THURS SUN
JON OUR POIAR BEAR CtUB

THl'RSDAY IS STUDENT NITE -ll.M IDS REQUIRED!

foi Em Admission
IN CAR EtECIRIC HEAIERS {Optional
Shewn at 7:30

SUNDAY OI'ENINU Til. 3 P.M

ADULTS tl*

Air Conditioned For Your Comfort
Now

IhunoaibaH E»t 7 Sal Sun 2 7
Im t«m« tw 9 30 Sil Sun
4 30 9 30

SEAN CONNERY
JAMES BOND

C

in

THUNDERBALL
%0U ONLY

LIVE IT
PC-!!

HELD OVER - 3RD WEEK

furnace repairman
from
Indianapolis, is the Marion
County
Night
Kawk
in
charge
of
"special
investigations."
"I joined the Klan mainly
because I'm tired of having
the nigger shoved down our
throats," Napier said in a
telephone interview. "We
need to change our past
image. This is a day of
education-not of violence."
NAPIER SAID the Klan
has been bolstered by
several
anticommunist
groups,
including
the
American Nazi Party which
he says has sent representatives to Klan meetings.
Paul Book, 36. of Kokomo,
is the KIan s King Kleagle or
membership
director,
known for his inflammatory
rhetoric. He's a former
tavern owner who says his
business was ruined during
racial trouble in Kokomo in
1969
"There's no cloak-and-

dagger nightrider stuff."
Book says.
"Our attempt is to inform
people about the insidious
growth
of
socialism...to
spread propaganda and stop
the growth of black power at
the ballot box."
But the Klan trains some
members for "total self
defense
and
vigilante
activity" in case of race
riots. Book says.

MANY TRACTS emphasize Constitutional rights
and
document
the
"menace" of Communism,
the United Nations and
world
government. The
most recent thrust Is against
court-ordered school busing

HE DOESN'T Ul.cik the
Klan ever will exchange its
robes for business suits

It could have been 50 or
100
years
ago-the
oldfashioned
barbecue,
speeches of God and white
America-hooded
figures
mesmerized by a blazing
cross
But it was only last week
in Indianapolis.
The crowd was smaller
than in the Klan s heyday in
the 20s The robes were
more synthetic than satin.
But the rhetoric of white
supremacy was there And
the
cross
was
lighted
proudly by an 8-year-old
convert to the Ku Klux Klan.

Elizabeth
Overman
of
Elwood belongs to a Klan
auxiliary and says it's more
social than activist.
"We get together and
socialize and do charity
work." She points out the
Klan gathered food and
clothing for victims of a 1971
mine disaster in Kentucky.
Police say Klan literature
provides a key to the Klan
personality.'

!
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62 Kilvitonniflitaliat'a eoncern:
Abbr.
63 VIP at a
banquet.
64 Dialinelion.
65 Grow dim.
66
down.
67 Indian butter.
DOWN
1 Corn covering.
2 Grafted, in
heraldry.
3 r.ngli.h
atateaman.
4 Cily'a shopping
center.
5 Prim onea.
6 Color again.
7 Greek letter.
8 Part of a
window.
9 "Zooey" author.
10 Ancient abip,
propelled by
oara.
11 Tributary of the
Fulda.
12 Faaling period.
l.l Feminine title.
21 Miaatatea.
23 Coin of
Bangkok.
25 Former A.K.C.
chairman.
27
Stevenaon.
28
atudy.
29 Hun.
31 Valley.
32 Type of ialand.
33 Card.
34 Glata.
36 Rodent.
39 New Front ier
name.
40 Molly of TV and
radio fame.
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I WOODY ALLEN'S
"Everything
you always
wanted to know
about sex ■*
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66

42 Farm building.
43 At the right
time.
45 Propellanl for ■
proa.
46 GirU' name.
49 Archangel in
"Para dine Loat."
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call 352-0650 alter 5pm

9 I 9 25 IN THE TRADITION OF VIRGINIA WOLFF
112 NOW BUSTS FORTH IN

T/tyi£).Q
MICHAEL

IAIN I

BL"CK CAT SPECIAL!

Engagement portraits Call
■311 PAGER STUDIOS

Women's Field Pockey Team. 3 45-5 30pm Sterling Farm

165 to 195 per wk part time
Unlimited earning potential
addressing envelopes al
home in your spare time
GOOD handwriting
For
further info send S2 to
Advertising Associates.
P O Box 487. Crawfordville.

Dia de la Raza Viva Zapata, movie. 7pm. 106 S Pall
Sponsored by Office of International Programs. Spanish
Club 4 Student Activities FREE

y€cr

>iART!NC AT
MIDNIGHT

THE C.I.

Thursday Oct 12.1972
Rugby Club. 4pm. Poe Ditch Memorial Rugby Field. BG vs
Toledo Keep tbe BG over Toledo string going

Christian Science Organization. 6 30pm. Prout Chapel
Open to all

\1 MS Ml

Hay The 13th

DONT FORGET 2 lor I
AND 3 lor 1 NIGHT WIT!'
LIVE BANDTONIGI'T AT

CAHPU8CALBNDAR

III/Alt TIM

3f" BUI Wtnt AFRAID TO ASK ••
FEATURING
tony Randall Bun Reynold*
R
C010R

n AKASTNEH IADO KANUR P«OOUCT>QN

XV&aZee

"NIGHT OF THE WITCHES"
AND
"BLOOD THIRST"

3rd BONUS FEATURE Fri. & Sat. only
ELLIOT GOULD in "GETTING STRAIGHT"

ALL SEATS - $1

4th BONUS FEATURE
1 hr. "CRUCIBLE OF HORROR"
loPMcr

University Karate Club. 7pm. Student Services Bldg.
Forum
Kappa Mu Epsilon. 7 30; m. 4th floor. Math-Science Meet
the Profs night Refreshments All math majors invited
International Folk Dance. 8 30-iOpm
Everyone welcome FREE

LOST

Women's Bldg

- with harness horse exp
Call 352-7583 after 4

Sterling silver bracelet with
two turquoise stones. If
found call 3521705
REWARD

Girl wanted to do typing
must be good 372-1664

Lost high school ring in Life
Science Bldg 110 reward,
phone 372-3912

Bass amp good size and
condition 372-3059

NOW IS TPE TIME TO
MAKE RESERVATIONS
FOR TEAS AT TPE C I
Dear
OUTRAGED
STUDENT, please contact
personally for info you
anonvmouslv
requested
Jeff Sherman. 2-0116
Senior,
make your
appointment for your senior
portrait now Call the KEY
office 372-0066 todav

WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

PRIMARY COLORS
EVERY

RIDE
Ride needed to Ann Arbor
Friday October 13 352-7340
Ride needed to and from
OSU this weekend Will pay
phone 353-0742
Ride needed to Pgh Pa Fri
- ISth Bonnie 2-3722
Need ride immediately for
this
weekend
to
B'oomington Indiana will
pay call Jo 353-2462

THUR. FRI. i SAT.
- ENLARGED DANCE FLOOR
• REMODELING IS FINISHED

BACHELORS III 891 S.

>ig mu

UNcoming is coming

DANCE TO THE —

NO COVER
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MOVED TO CINEMA 2
EVE 7 30 9 30 Sal A Sun 2 10
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25
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■
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1
27

1
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«

7

I
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72 On I Fci

ACROSS
1 Par mention.
S One of the
media.
10 Min, a
14 Annul.
15 Networka, in
anatomy.
16 Brainatorm.
17 Seethe.
18 Congreaaman
from Ariiona.
19 Tear.
20 ROM _
22 Miaa
24 Kilmer poem.
26 Manufarturera'
■>'«•
27 Loathra.
.10 "Effete anoba."
for example.
35 Skelchei.
36 Man'- man.
37 Mght meal.
3B r'oraaken.
39 Sedate.
40 Faahlon, atyle:
Fr.
41 Rrapect.
42 Athenian
lawgiver.
41
lar niente.
44 One with
influeneea.
46 John Foater
,
47 "Cakea and
"
48 Medieval union.
SO Part of a
preaidential
aiinalure.
54 Former Speaker of
the Houae.
58 Waa under
obligation.
59 Indian antelope.
61 Small eaae.

The Klan maintains in its
literature it is "not antiNegro...it is the Negro's
friend. It is opposed to the
mixing of the races."

"There's a love of mystery
in everyone."

1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copi

Candle Making

CLINT EASTWOOD

"PLAY MISTY FOR ME"

HE
EMPHASIZES the
Klan wants to use "the
political approach-but as a
last resort we'll use any
means
necessary
to
preserve racial
integrity
and her heritage.
"I
guess we're
more
against than for things." he
observes.
Chaney
claims
his
telephone is tapped, his life
has been threatened, his
house has been fired upon
and his wife. Mae. has
threatened to leave him if he
seeks the dragonship again.
I.'e'd like to retire, find a
farm--or maybe be a sheriff
Winston Napier, 25. a

Lustro, Ombee, Mohair
Sayelle Sport, Rug, Wintuck
and Persian Yarns

... an invitation to terror...

says William Chaney. grand
dragon of the Indiana realm.
Chaney, a part-time paper
server, is the son of a
Baptist minister and the
grandson of a Somerset,
Ky . sheriff. Ke thinks new
recruits are motivated by
opposition to forced school
busing.

Will do baby sitting in my
home 352-0885
Service on all electronic
components. TVs, etc RJ's
Appliance 309 S Main All
service guaranteed.
Typing
theses, dissertations, manuscripts, term
papers Need accurate copy.
Ph 352-7752
Babysitting services offered
2 female students Call 3721328 after Spm

HELPWANTED
Part-lime
cocktail
waitresses and bus boys
wanted, apply Holiday Inn.
Bowling Green

AUTO REPAIR All makes,
spec in VW. reasonable
prices, free pic-up At del
Lyric Auto 878-2276

Angel Flight
Pre-Rush
Roller Skating Party •
sophomore girls only - Oct
12, 7-9pm rides available
look for flyers in dorms
Dial-a-Dialogue Something
to share'' To teach* Want to
acquire a skilP Phone 22256: we II help
SAM BS IS OPEN KOR
LUNCP ll-lpm
DON T FORGET 2 for 1 and
3 for 1 NIGHT WITH LIVE
BAND TONIGHT AT THE
CI.
One-of-a-kind
sterling
pendants with luscious
jewels
by PHILLIP
MORTON. THE WORKING
HAND CRAFT CENTER
51) Conneaut Lot of parking
353 9932

PERSONALS

MAI :M

Rock drummer wanted call
... 2tsor -2-1986
Part or full lime help - male

House broken SheltieTelomian puppy kicked out
by landlord needs new home

Hej pa dig* Vill du prala
svenska med oaa^ Om du vill
vela mer. ring till 352-9234

Weekly Earnings male and
(emale
Blood Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio Prs Mon-Fn
8-5 open Thurs nites till 9pm
Ph 255-3535

Fender Jazzmaster guitar excellent condition
with
padded case
National
Glen wood reverb amp with
2 - 10 Jenson speakers call
352-7142 alter 5

Id an - congratulations I am
real glad vou pledged PP1
KAPPA TAU-e

Nikow 55mm-(I 2 lens, folk
guitar, mandolin. Selmer b
Hat clarinet, call 352-0337
after 5

Congratulations to Rick
Wallace. Dan Sabo and Bill
Messenberg on your recent
activation The Phi Psi Little
Sisses
NOW IS TPE TIME TO
MAKE RESERVATIONS
FOR TEAS AT TPE C I
Baby Owls are high
activation*

for

PEY. JERRY
PoW SWOJO*
To Xi actives thanks for
making us feel a part of you
Xi Pledges
FOR SALE OR RENT
69 Open Rallye runs good.
sporty looking economical
837 5835 after 6
'67 Cougar brn blk vynl top
$850 or best No 120 Stadium
View
66 VW camper with tent &
camping equipment All new
tires It battery. In good
condition Asking f 1000 Call
352-6250
1965 Corvair. excellent
condition. Must sell, will
negotiate price 352-7750
69 MGB excellent 65530tldays. 352-0946 nights
1969 MGB GT
good
condition Best offer call
352-6490
•72 VW must sell only 7000
mi. Call 352-6345
Girl's Schwinn
bicycle 352-0395

Ideal mascot talking parrot
blue & gold macaw with
stand 352-0540
68 Suzuki No 325 excellent
condition call 353-0077
716 Sand Ridge Rd
Immediate occupancy
Lovely 1 owner custom built
ranch 3 bdrni, 2 bath. '■
acre wooded lot Built ins.
central air cond. Can see
anytime Atkin Realtv Co.
353 74*4
Scuba equipment Good
condition call 352-7100
PELP< One hip (emale
needs home - want own
room in house or apt
reasonable price Call Susie
354-4963
F. roommate needed
immediately. 170 mo own
room Jane 352-7320
Unfurnished 2 bdrm apt
Pas appliances. 9 or 12
month lease available See
anytime at 839 4th St apt I or
call 352-9318 between 4 8pm
WINTPROP TERRACE
SOUTP still has an
apartment to fit your needs
Starting from 145 mo
Office at Wmthrop South
phone 352-9135
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS 1 and 2 br apU9and
12 mo leases pool, rec and
laundry rooms sauna bath
and exercise room Ox
Roast Serious, but swinging
management 352-1195

2 speed

For sale; king size
waterbed Call 352-5497

For immed occup 2 bdrm
lum apt. University Village
Call 352-6173 or 353-8332
alter 7pm
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Rep. Ford
to speak
at banquet

Talk interprets policies

U.S. House Minority
Leader Gerald R. Ford iRMichiganl will be the guest
speaker at a banquet sponsored by the Wood County
Republican Committee
Saturday. Oct 21. at 7 p m
in the Grand Ballroom.
Union
US Rep Delbert Latta.
Speaker of the Ohio House
Charles Kurfess and Slate
Sen
Paul Gillmor are
expected to attend
Tickets are $3 75 and are
available at the Young
Voters (or the President
office. 320 Williams Hall

Women's
roles

N.~.ph.i. by SMphwi A. SchnaMw
Dr. Judith M Sorwkk yastar day tpok. an rha J—ghf raiea
and ra»ponnbilii»» of today's woman. Tho loctvro
in 113 life Science BMg.

Women shirking roles ?
Une ot the grievances that
should be expected from
women now is their rejection of advising and counseling given to them by male
ilinicists. she said

Women are increasingly
avoiding responsibility and
commitment to a family because of a fear of losing
their identity, according to
Dr Judith M Barwick. associate
professor
of
psychology at the University
of Michigan
Dr Barwick spoke yesterday about the "Clinical
Importance of the Psychology of Women."

as understanding, kind,
moral, patient and strong
persons, but in contrast,
they are also viewed as
weak, emotional and
needing some authority to
lean on

Dr. Barwick has written
' The Psychology of Women
A Study of Bio-Cultural Conflicts." and was the senior
author of "The feminine
Personality and Conflict "

The key to understanding
American policy in Asia is to
understand the American
policy toward China,
according to Dr. Gary Hess,
associate professor of
history
In a speech Tuesday night
to an experimental studies
class. Dr. Hess said,
"Everything done in East
Asia by the United States
stems from the policies
toward China "
According to Dr. Hess, the
American policy toward
China has developed through
several distinct stages
dating back 200 years
The first period began in
1784 and lasted until about
1900 Marked by commercial
involvement, this period included American trade
growth in China
DR. HESS described the
following period. 1900-1941.
as the lime when the United
States started to become
politically involved with
China
This move from simple
commercialism to actual
political influence came as a

result of the U.S. acquisition
of the Philippines.
Dr Hess said a new
feeling of empiricism in the
United States was accepted
without American citizens
fully realizing the consequences.
During the period from
1940 to 1949. the United

States devoted most of its
support in China to aiding
the nationalist forces of
Chaing Kai-Shek. Dr Hess
said
"HAD WE MADE any
reasonable effort to aid
China in 1949. we would have
been very successful." Dr.
Hess said

During the 1960s, Americans became increasingly
afraid of the "communist
threat," he said.
"This fear brought about
the main failure of U.S.
Policy in Asia-the inability
to deal effectively with
Asian nationalism "

Homecoming concerts
Tickets
for
the
homecoming concert, the
homecoming dinner-dance
and a jazz band concert will
go on sale next Monday in
the Union ticket office
The homecoming concert,
with rock and roll revival
artists Sha-Na-Na and soul
group the O'Jays. will be
held Thursday. Oct 26. in
Memorial Hall at 3 p.m
General admission seats
are $3 and reserved seals
are 13 50
THE HOMECOMING
dinner will be held Saturday.
Oct. 28. from 4:30-6 p.m. in
the Pheasant Room. Union.

A dance in the Grand
Ballroom. Union featuring
Fresh Air will follow from 8
p.m. to midnight
Admission to the dinner
and the dance is 15
Admission to the dance only
is 1150
Don Ellis and his band will
appear Sunday. Oct 29 in
the Grand Ballroom at 8
(i in as part of the jazz
series
Ellis, best known for his

music score of "The French
Connection." will hold a free
jazz clinic and workship in
the Grand Ballroom at 4:30
Sunday afternoon
Tickets to Ellis's concert
are |3
The homecoming concert
and dinner-dance are'
sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization
lUAOl The School of Music
is working with UAO to
sponsor Ellis

UNDER YOUR VOLKSWAGEN
MORE THAN IN IT?

Because of this, traditionally-minded
ciinu-ists
must be aware of new
choices and questions since
this is a period of value
changes. Dr Barwick said
She said women are seen

Volunteers needed
for last Resort'
"Last Retort." a non-political literary review, needs
persons to help with distribution
Those interested in helping should call Bob Urban, senior
i Ed I. at 354-2604
The review will be published every three weeks in a
magazine format It will be sold throughout campus for 25
cents
The review, an Experimental Studies project, is confined
to the arts, poetry, music, contemporary art. films and
theater
Dave Mosely junior tBA I. is editor and business manager of the review
Non-political contributions should be mailed to 117
Georgia Avc . Bowling Green. 43402

352-5518

any major or minor
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR!

IMPORTS INN
IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS-FOREIGN REPAIR
13284 Bishop Rd B.G. turn left olf N. Dixie Hwy.
Open Mon. - Frl. 10 a.m. -8 p.m.. Sat. 18 a.m. -5 p.m.

OPEN DAILY 9 till 5 - Mon. & Thurs. 9 till 7 Sunday 1 till 5

THE GALAXY

199.95

DAILY 10-10, SUNDAY 11-6, BREAKFAST SERVED 8:30-11
1080 S. MAIN ST. BIG N PLAZA

379.95

PANASONIC
Fully automatic 4-speed record changer. Solid-state cartridge with diamond stylus. Cueing and pause control. Twin
two-way air-suspension speaker systems, each contain a
6V?" woofer and a 2'/?" tweeter. Built-in FM and AM antennas. Walnut wood cabinetry. Model # SE-850A

Mens Famous Name
Knit Shirts
«$.\M values up to 10.00
Perfect casuals for the lively, leisurely life Choose from
our selection of action gear
ed shirts in a wide assortment of colors, sizes, and
styles

Custom 4-Channel Stereo Music Center. With Car Convertible 8-Track Player and FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio. With
optional bracket. 8-track player can be snapped out and
adapted for car use. Fine walnut cabinetry. Solid-state engineered. Model # RE-8840.

His or Hers
Flare Jeans

Admiral 12" Black and
White Portable T.V.

4.97

I I m\t\l compare at 95.00

Flare bottoms, zipper front
closures. 4 patch pockets
Blue denim of 100* cotton
SiHfs 28 38

PANASONIC "The Rosemead"

Olympic Model Lightweight Bike

47.88
Hungarian Made. 26 in lightweight bike
has front and rear handbrakes, vinyl
racing seat Steel racing handlebars,
rattra pedals and kickstand

"We service what we sell" Instant play 1
year guarantee. 90 day labor on parts Model
» 12p236

Juliette Mini Refrigerator

72.00 compart at 82.88
2 cubic feet, adjustable thermostat for auto
matic temperature control. Magnetic door clos
ure gasket Door lock Model #21RW. "We ser
vice what we sell" 1 yr guarantee 90 day labor
on parts

13 oz. RIGHT GUARD
Wrought Iron Furniture

2.74
Choose from black wrought iron book rack, two-tier
table, or a combination room divider book rack

1.38
A two second spray gives 24 hr protection against perspiration odor Feels
clean refreshing Perfect for every
member of the family
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Reds, Tigers win
By Tie AiiocUtrd Pre»i
The Cincinnati Reds
rallied to beat the
Pittsburgh Pirates 4-3
yesterday and win the
National League pennant
George Foster scored the
winning run on a two-out
wild pitch by Bob Moose.
The victory gave the Reds
a 3-2 edge in the best-oi-five
National League playoffs
and earned them a berth in
the World Series, which
starts Saturday

The Detroit Tigers scored
a 4-3 victory over the
Oakland As and tied
baseball's American League
playoffs at two games
apiece.
Jim Northrup's
10th
inning single capped the
three-run Detroit comeback
IN CINCINNATI, the
Reds' Johnny Bench tied the
game with a leadoff home
run in the ninth inning.
The cheers of the
Riverfront Stadium crowd
in the ninth became a storm

as Tony Perez singled up the
middle and Denis Menke
followed with another base
hit off Dave Giusti. who
saved 22 games for the
Pirates this year.
Moose came in to face
Cesar Geronimo. who had
hit a home run in the fifth
inning.
Geronimo drove a deep fly
to Roberto Clemente near
the 375-foot sign in right
center field, allowing pinchrunner Foster to reach
third

Foster remained on third
momentarily and the crowd
quieted dramatically as
Darel Chaney lifted a short
pop to left which was caught
by Pittsburgh shortstop
Gene Allev
Pal McRae came in to
pinch-hit for pitcher Clay
Carroll and the count on him
went to one ball and one
strike before Moose fired a
ball that dipped under the
glove of catcher Manny
Sanguillen

Kenny White says:

Hargrove rebounds
By Kenny While
AtiiiUnl Sportf Editor
Kin I Hargrove is quickly
becoming a household name
around the Mid-American
Conference football scene
The way he is blasting
opposing players, coaching
foes are thinking twice
about running plays in his
direction
Assistant coach Dale
Strahm. the second-year
linebacker and middle guard
tutor, had nothing but praise
for the way f.'argrove has
matured into a fine football
player
This year Strahm is
working with youngsters
such as John Villapiano. Joe
Russell. Billy Centa and
Pete Kiselewski But the one
player that brings a glint to
his eye is Hargrove

Coach Strahm said Karl is
hungrier for football this
season after a year away
from the sport Early last
year when it seemed as
though Hargrove would
establish himself in the
Falcons' defensive plans, he
contacted infectious hepatitis and was out for the rest
of the season
"He came back this year
and he was hungry for contact." coach Strahm said
"Being a senior, he wants to
leave with the feeling that
he has done something
FOR THE MAIN man on
the "Orange Crush" defense
pass rush, the "nose position has always been the
ideal spot

During his prep days. Earl
played inside linebacker.
When he first came to BG.
he was a defensive tackle
but didn't do well in the pit
However, last year he was
switched to the middle,
where he is much more
effective Karl showed signs
of brilliance until he got
sick
"Our unit rallies around
Karl because he hustles on
every play and he has a
tremendous winning attitude." Strahm said
WHEN THE Falcons tied
Western Michigan. 13-13.
two weeks ago. it was
f.'argrove that played the
major role for the Falcons.
He had 12 tackles and re-

The Mid-American Conference's only lull schedule
of action for the season is on
tap this Saturday
All three games tail into
the "must win" category lor
teams still tottering title
ambitions-meaning ever)
body except detcniling
champion Toledo i2 3
overall and 0-2 in (he MAC i
First place Howling lireen
130 1 and 2-U-l • tinalK plays
a home game, with vastly
improved Kent State 11-3-1
and lh At Kalama/oo, the
Broncos come from a 13-12
win over Kent to host

Toledo

I

Bowling tireen still leads
the Mid-American Conference football standingsand continues to trail in the
statistical race.
The Falcons rank last in
two team offensive categories-total offense and
forward passing offense

sold to holders ol temporary
or permanent University
ID's
Student individual game
tickets i$li. visiting student
tickets <$3>. and adult
general admission tickets
i$5l. are also on sale

Pimbvrgh catcher Manny Sanguillen tags out Cincinnati R«dt
tluggar Johnny Bench in Monday's 3-2 Pirate victory. Bench
wos a hero yesterday, however, as the Reds won 4-3.

Ruggers trample Denison;
play host to Toledo today
The Bowling Green rugby
team will try for its second
straight
victory
when
Toledo visits Poe Ditch
Memorial Field at 4 p.m.
today
The Falcons are coming
from a 32-10 win over
Denison last Saturday in the
season opener The Rockets
are fresh from a 7-6
conquest of Ohio State, also
last Saturday
BG's
triumph over
Denison came before a
home crowd of about 300
people.
The Falcons led 14-0 at the
half, but Denison closed to
14-10 with 10 minutes left in
the game However, in those
last 10 minutes, BG

third in rushing defense,
forward pass defense and
punt and kickoff returns
In only two team categories-total defense and
defense against scoring-the
Falcons rank as high as
second
Individually,
freshman

Don Taylor is second among
the league's kickers and Ed
McCoy is second among
MAC punters
The Falcons'
next
opponent. Kent State, is first
in forward passing offense
and kickoff returns, and
second in team punt returns

BG is fifth in scoring,
fourth in rushing offense and

*JUM* *

INFRA-REDS
Earl Hargrove

Antique Clothing

Last week, it look an MAC
record-equaling 52 yard
held goal by sophomore
Mike Canfield to turn back
the Flashes upset bid
REVENGE WILL motivate Western this week
along with the need to
remain on the heels ol the
Falcons, currently a hall
name ahead
in
the
standings last year, the
Broncoa blew i big lead in
the last 20 minutes and fell
to the Rockets. 3544
Also on this week's card is

Miami 13-1 and 0-11 at Ohio
University (3-2 and 111 in a
game that probably means
curtains lor the loser s title
dreams Each team has won
its last two contests.
OU survived a defensive
battle last year to win. 3-0.

From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous

exploded for 18 more points
to swamp the visitors
OUTSIDE CENTER Mike
Terwood got three scores
during the spree for a game
total of four
"I have to give most of the
credit to the forwards and
the interior of the three
quarter line lor getting the
ball to me." Terwood said
After that, it was just a
matter of picking the holes
to run through
Other offensive standouts

Weekdays
Saturdays
Sundays
Holidays

Rt. 18 in N. Baltimore
15 Mm. from BG.

4-Channel Receivers

OUR DREAM GIRL 1972-73

878-4711

mm®.
FUTURE TEACHERS
WE STOCK THE NEW
PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION SERIES

5 p.m. -1 a.m. Daily
4:30-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
AVAILABLE NOW AT

$3.50 all day

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

Panasonic
SA-5700
60-Watt (IHF at 8 ohms) FM/AM Stereo Receiver.
Discrete 4-channel amplifier. Matrix (Quadruflex™) circuitry. Direct coupling. 4-pole MOS
ET. Dual bass and treble controls. Loudness
switch. 4-channel inputs. Simultaneous dual
source stereo. Walnut wood cabinet.

HALL for RENT

or
352-5169

$2.50 all day

Panasonic

BG. LEGION

352-5166

This Saturday, the ruggers
host Fort Wayne at 1 p.m
Sunday the team will travel
to Oberlin College to meet
Klvna

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI

$299.95
Miss Gayle Leipold

We have component systems to fit anyone's needs.
Stop by we'll make it worth your while.

(DELTA GAMMA)

FREE
DELIVERY

The Falcons
B team
followed the "A" team's
victory with a 25-0 win over
Findlay

501 Farnsworth
Waterville

Call 686-4092

WE'LL PICTURE ?
YOUR CHARM I

were fly half Rich Hoover,
and player coaches Bill
Morgan and Rick Griswald
Defensive honors went to
Chip Ely. a loose forward

BRIAR HILL
GOLF COURSE

for Parties etc.

1

SAny picture you desire;:-:
SJ'can be etched into HltaS
Sjbeautilul. liligree-bor-8
:•: derefl charm A lovely way»
j|to remember a dear one,?
Sand be remembered ln|
§ three sizes and in sterlings
J:silver or f^
14 karatJ
S yellow _^#fWn^ gold.

The game began as a
pitcher's duel with Catfish
Hunter of the As and
Mickey Lolich of the Tigers
matching
zeroes
Dick
McAuliffe gave the Tigers
the lead with a third inning
home run
Lolich made that single
run stand up until the
seventh when Mike Epstein
drilled a line drive homer
into the second deck in right
held
The Tigers tried to win it
lor I^ilich in both the eighth
and ninth innings, but fell
short both times
The fifth game to decide
the pennant will be played in
Detroit today

Qfjfl

Falcons remain low in stats

Mid-American roundup
Staff Special

IN DETROIT. Northrup's
dramatic hit set off a wild
demonstration reminiscent
of the scene here last week
when the Tigers won the
Kast Division pennant.
The stunned As walked
off the field silently. This
was a game they thought
they had won for sure.
Detroit had fallen behind
3-1 and the As, who won the
first two games in this bestof-five series, were just
three outs away from a
World Series berth.
They got none of those
outs

Ticket information
Student tickets lor the
Falcons vs. Kent State
football opener Saturday at
Perry Field are now on sale
at the Memorial Hall ticket
office.
Student season tickets,
priced at $3 each, will be

BIG EARL anchors the
BG defensive line from his
middle guard spot Ifis is the
lain ilar name being credited
with making tackles,
rushing the quarterback and
stopping runners dead in
their tracks
Many MAC coaches are
comparing Hargrove with
the skull and the crossbones.
"Deadly'' is a soft way of
evaluating the 5 "11 . 220
pound sparkplug
"That's just what he is."
coach Strahm said "He
gives us the leadership we
need He's quick, strong and
aggressive, and he makes
things happen ."
IN THE FIRST four
games Earl has been double
and triple-teamed Number
56 is still shedding would-be
blockers and causing some
kind of commotion in the
opponents' backfield

covered one fumble He also
blocked the extra point try
that kept the Falcons from
suffering their first loss.
After such an outstanding
game. Hargrove was nominated for the MAC playerof-lhe-week award He won
the coaches' efficiency
award for Mr Tackle
You could hardly ask
more of a player The way
that Karl has performed so
far. it seems all the coaches
have to do is wind him up
and tell him to crash and
destroy.
As
coach
Strahm
said."The tougher the situation gets, the tougher Karl
gets "

Foster raced home with
the winning run while the
fans went wild and flooded
the field to congratulate the
Reds

Whatever your major you n want lo
examine this new breed of publication
designed to help you rttatt tducationai
theory to the realities ol the classroom
and priced so that you can easily
attord it fo> use as a course review or
subject overview We. have a complete
stock ol titles All are written by leading
educators and many are geared to perio«mance-based educational concepts

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTER

HWtHWH#»H

AND HER COURT
MISS KAREN LESSLER &

"The Sound Specialists"

MISS MAUREEN WALCHLI

Corner of N. Main and Court - 354-4322

OPENING

THE SIDE DOOR
Sam Wenger
and
I*J_

U---L u.

John Mamkoff

W-Oct 13 8:30-11:00
Sat. Oct 14 both nights
Carnation Room - Union
Al. invited. cost. 25(rj

